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Shayaan in 3P for being a really supportive learning support, particularly
in Art where he was especially helpful toward his partner.
Archie in 3P for having such a brilliant attitude to learning this week and
really trying hard with all his learning and being really helpful in class too!
Tyler and Theo from 3HL for working hard on their baton passes in
outdoor PE and always being willing to demonstrate their understanding
to the class.
Phoebe and Mia in 3B for some really creative and imaginative sentences
in this week’s English-you have really brought the story of the Black Rock
to life!

Most active ...
1st 4H 129 million
2nd 6RL 69 million
3rd 5J 52 million.

Anand 6RL 57 million
Riley 4H 56 million
Dylan 4H 33 million.

4H - Caela for persevering with Maths this week and showing
great understanding. Well done Caela!
4L - Brooklynn for contributing lots of great ideas across all
subjects this week.
4S - Andreja - for participating really well in both Literacy and
Numeracy. Great work- keep it up.
4G - Thomas for working hard with fractions and decimals in
maths.

Our engaged reading time for last week.
The top reading classes are:

Year 3 3B 10 minutes
Year 4 4L 16 minutes
Year 5 5W 16 minutes
Year 6 6P 11 minutes

5M - Jenson for trying really hard with his handwriting & good
maths work. Kiran for always giving 100% to all lessons.
5J - Mihai for noticing things and making connections in maths so
that he can devise his own efficient methods, which he is happy to
share with the class.
Poppi, Anas, Showay and Taylor for putting 100% effort into their
maths.
5W - Thurston, Deivid and Julia for working extremely hard in
Literacy and creating a fantastic opening paragraph for their nonchronological reports!

6P - Rylan for his wonderful enthusiasm towards
English and reading.
6R - Dene has made exceptional progress in her
small maths group with Mrs Miller. Over the last
few weeks, she has been extremely focused and her
determination is reflected in the huge increase in
her arithmetic paper scores. Dene is an example of
how a very positive learning behaviour can have a
significant impact. Well done!

6T – Ethan. For coming into 6T in the afternoons with no fuss or drama. He
sensibly and quietly joins us and works very hard in all subjects. You are a joy to
have in the classroom Ethan, Well done!

Cerys has really pushed herself in maths this week with time. She has had a can
do attitude and taken on extra challenges to further her learning. We are so
impressed!
6RL - This week we have been measuring using protractors and Riley has
excelled! Should you ever need future architectural designs, he is definitely
your man.
Sky for her excellent vocabulary in extended writing - she uses wonderful
apposite adjectives and has a wonderful turn of phrase. Well done both of you.

Year 3 - Sofija (3P)- After discussions about being a good friend in
PSHE she demonstrated this by being a supportive partner in
Maths.

Year 5 -Niamh (5M) for sensible & thoughtful discussion in many
areas.
Year 6 - Ebony for always having extremely carefully thought out
responses on sensitive subjects. Brilliant contributions and
questions that make us all think in a deeper and more meaningful
way. Well done Ebony
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